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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 180 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.Gerald and his best
friend, Vernon discover a mysterious spot in the woods where Gerald visualizes a miniature village
complete with wee inhabitants. He enjoys going back to that spot and watching the day to day
activities until trouble starts in the village and he tries to convince Vernon that the visions are real
and the wee people need help. While trying to prove that the whole thing is just Geralds wild
imagination, the boys literally fall into the new world and get caught up in a war. The boys come up
with ways to keep the invading force from entering the village but another solution has to be found
in order to put an end to the conflict. Along with a few companions from the village, Gerald and
Vernon embark on a quest to face down the deranged forest god who instigated the mayhem. The
dangerous path is laid out by an ancient prophecy, but not everything goes as planned. Excerpt
This time it was no illusion. The walls burned their hands; the hot air burned their...
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Reviews
I actually started out looking at this book. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I am just happy to inform you that here is the greatest
ebook i have read through within my personal daily life and could be he best book for possibly.
-- Miss Myrtice Heller
This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills
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